Purpose Three-dimensional (3D) B-mode ultrasound imaging is now possible using a magnetic sensor data acquisition system to localise data points, allowing free-hand
scanning. We report the first use of this free hand scanning system for insonation of the orbit.
Methods We insonated 10 orbits in 5 volunteers (all men; mean age 37 years) with an Acuson 128XP ultrasound system and a 7. with a mechanical data acquisition system (see Table 2 ).5-10 With mechanical data acquisition, 3D scan sets are obtained by acquiring multiple 2D B-scans separated by fixed linear intervals or rotational angles.R,1I
However, mechanical systems limit the mobility of the transducer during the examination. The advantage of magnetic sensor data acquisition is that the 3D ultrasound data can be obtained by free-hand scanning.
Patients and methods
We insonated 10 orbits of five volunteers (all men; mean age 37 years) with a magnetic sensor 3D data acquisition system (3D EchoTech, Munich, Germany). All volunteers gave their informed consent.
The scans were performed with the subject lying supine, eyelids closed, directing their gaze towards the ceiling.
Data acquisition
Data acquisition through the orbit was performed using the magnetic sensor system to track the spatial orientation of the ultrasound probe while scanning the volume of interest.
12 A magnetic field is generated from 
Three-dimensional reconstructions
The magnetic sensor system allowed the 3D workstation to create 3D reconstructions ( Fig. 1 ) and 3D images of the orbit. The 3D reconstruction time was 1-2 min.
Measurement method
The diameter and area of the optic nerve were measured in a transverse section immediately behind the globe. For the diameter measurement the maximal diameter of the optic nerve, and for area measurements the outlines of the optic nerve, were marked, and the area was calculated in square millimetres. The diameter of the lateral rectus muscle was measured at the level of the optic nerve head. ·CV, central retinal vessel; CiJ. V., short and long posterior ciliary vessels.
+, intraorbital vessels visualised in colour mode.
Evaluation of the intraorbital vessels
One data acquisition was performed with power mode to evaluate the following vessels: (1) central retinal vessels, (2) short and long posterior ciliary arteries. These were classified as visualised or not visualised. Power mode was used, as software for 3D reconstruction of colour coded data was not available.
Results
All orbits were adequately imaged by one data acquisition with the free-hand scanning of the transducer. Selected intraorbital structures were identified and their course followed, including optic nerve, central retinal arteries and veins vessels, and short and long posterior ciliary vessels ( Table 1 ). The central retinal vessels were detectable in their retrolaminar portion in all 10 insonated orbits (Fig. 2) . In all cases the short and the long posterior ciliary arteries could be identified.
The mean transverse area (::'::: SD) of the optic nerve was 5.6::'::: 1.1 mm2; the mean diameter (::'::: SD) of the optic nerve was 3.0 ::'::: 0.3 mm ( Table 1) . The lateral rectus muscle was clearly seen, with a mean diameter (::'::: SD) of 4.9::'::: 0.3 mm.
Discussion
Standardised echography of orbit and colour duplex imaging have been limited to single views with 2D data, which may not always be adequate to assess intraorbital lesions or the relationships between different structures in the orbit. Three-dimensional ultrasound of the orbit allows some quantitative measurements (Le. optic nerve transverse area) which are not possible with 2D images alone. In the case of diameter measurements (optic nerve, eye muscles) the location of the measurement can be more exactly determined relative to surrounding structures. Our measurements of the diameter of the optic nerve, which in the past has been measured by A scan, nearly agree with the diameter data found by Gans et al. 13 His group found a diameter with a range between 2.2 and 3.3 mm for a normal optic nerve.
Several studies have reported 3D ultrasound of the orbital region using a different technique ( Table 2) , 5-10 , 12 but all these studies use a mechanical data acquisition system, which reduces the mobility of the transducer. Secondly, a mechanical data acquisition system needs fixation to avoid movement of the central rotation axis during data acquisition. The reduced mobility of the transducer, and the movement of the transducer out of the central rotation axis, affect the quality of the images. The magnetic sensor system for spatial data localisation avoids these problems, allowing free-hand scanning of the transducer without mechanical fixationY Improvements in the computer hardware and software aData acquisition: Type of system used: mechanical or magnetic system with rotational or parallel movements of the transducer.
bTransducer: Type and frequency of transducer used.
CUpdate rate: Rate of frames stored per second during data acquisition.
dlmages: Number of images stored for one 3D data set.
eTime: Time for data acquisition of one 3D data set. Multiple: time (maximum 40 s) depends on the number of the acquired 2D ultrasound sections. 
